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A high realism of avatars is beneficial for virtual reality experiences such as avatar-mediated
communication and embodiment. Previous work, however, suggested that the usage of
realistic virtual faces can lead to unexpected and undesired effects, including phenomena
like the uncanny valley. This work investigates the role of photographic and behavioral
realism of avatars with animated facial expressions on perceived realism and congruence
ratings. More specifically, we examine ratings of photographic and behavioral realism and
their mismatch in differently created avatar faces. Furthermore, we utilize these avatars to
investigate the effect of behavioral realism on perceived congruence between video-
recorded physical person’s expressions and their imitations by the avatar. We compared
two types of avatars, both with four identities that were created from the same facial
photographs. The first type of avatars contains expressions that were designed by an
artistic expert. The second type contains expressions that were statistically learned from a
3D facial expression database. Our results show that the avatars containing learned facial
expressions were rated more photographically and behaviorally realistic and possessed a
lower mismatch between the two dimensions. They were also perceived as more
congruent to the video-recorded physical person’s expressions. We discuss our
findings and the potential benefit of avatars with learned facial expressions for
experiences in virtual reality and future research on enfacement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Humanlike avatars are designed to be our proxies in virtual reality (VR). In the last decade, they
became increasingly realistic and the ability to animate their bodies facilitates a large range of actions
and interactions in the virtual environment. For instance, the animation of gestures provides
important nonverbal cues in avatar-mediated communication (Bente and Krämer, 2011; Nowak and
Fox, 2018). The technical advancement of real-time VR systems facilitates tracking of the user’s body
and the animation of its avatar with a high degree of realism (Achenbach et al., 2017; Waltemate
et al., 2018). Recent works indicate that also facial expression tracking will soon become possible with
head-mounted displays (Lombardi et al., 2018; Thies et al., 2018). On the one hand, this provides
great opportunities to enrich avatars with nonverbal facial behavior (Gonzalez-Franco et al., 2020;
Herrera et al., 2020; Kruzic et al., 2020). On the other hand, the animation of the avatar’s face is
required. It is well known that the creation of realistic facial expressions in humanlike avatars is
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challenging (Lewis et al., 2014; Dobs et al., 2018). A large variety
of readily prepared avatar faces is available through avatar
creation software and online stores. Most of these characters
were designed by artistic experts. Since such a design procedure is
rather subjective, the avatar’s realism is to be explored more
closely.

The realism of an avatar can be characterized along different
dimensions (Nowak and Fox, 2018; Oh et al., 2018). The most
prominent dimension is photographic realism. It usually pertains
to the characteristics of the avatar’s static appearance (i.e., shape
and texture) and the synthesis of its display (e.g., shading). A high
degree of photorealism was found to modulate the intensity of
embodiment (Kilteni et al., 2015; Latoschik et al., 2017). It also
increases emotion contagion on humans in avatar-mediated
communication (Volante et al., 2016). The avatar’s behavioral
realism is another crucial dimension and is basically associated
with the dynamic properties of an avatar. For instance, the term
has been used by Blascovich et al. (2002) to describe the degree to
which an avatar appears to behave as it would do in the physical
world. More pronounced behavioral realism was shown to
increase the perceived social potential of an avatar (Breazeal,
2003) and to induce the illusion of interacting with a human
(Blascovich et al., 2002). Avatars behaving more humanlike seem
to be perceived as more persuasive (Bailenson and Yee, 2005;
Guadagno et al., 2007) and also foster the nonverbal behavior of
users (Herrera et al., 2020). Previous works have interpreted
behavioral realism differently, ranging from physical to social
properties of the avatar’s behavior, which can thus be regarded as
a multifaceted construct (Nowak and Fox, 2018). In this study, we
specifically focus on the physical properties of an avatar’s
animated facial expression, i.e., the naturalness of motion of
the facial surface.

Achievement of a high photographic and behavioral realism
of avatars is valuable for many applications in VR. However,
changing an avatar toward high photographic realism can lead
to undesired effects, such as the uncanny valley. Previous work
indicated that both dimensions of realism interact in the
perception of expression intensity in static faces
(Mäkäräinen et al., 2014). Research on the uncanny valley
hypothesis showed that a mismatch between photographic and
behavioral realism can cause disturbance of visual face
processing (de Borst and de Gelder, 2015; Kätsyri et al.,
2015; Dobs et al., 2018). This supports similar findings with
avatars in VR, where such a mismatch negatively affected
experiences like presence and embodiment (Garau et al.,
2003; Bailenson and Yee, 2005; Zibrek and McDonnell,
2019). In such works, manipulation of photographic realism
was commonly achieved by changes in the avatar’s shape,
texture, or shading. However, the variation of behavioral
realism of an avatar’s face in the sense of naturalness of
motion was limited so far, for instance, to different
intensities along the spectrum from neutral to exaggerated
expressions (Mäkäräinen et al., 2014) or differences in eye gaze
behavior (Garau et al., 2003; Bailenson and Yee, 2005).
Previous research also primarily utilized static images of
manipulated expressions (Dobs et al., 2018). Until today,
only little is known about how animated facial expressions

in different human-like avatars affect behavioral realism and
its interaction with photographic realism. This generally
challenges the creation of realistic avatars.

The goal of the present work is to focus on the behavioral
realism of differently created but similarly animated avatar faces.
To assess how their behavioral realism can be varied, we initially
discuss common methods for the creation of avatar faces with
facial expressions. As a more objective alternative to the design of
faces and expressions by artistic experts, we motivate the usage of
statistical shape analysis of a large 3D facial expression database.
We established a statistical model of facial identity and
expressions that we call the Facial Expression Morphable
Model (FexMM) and developed a method for the creation of a
new type of avatar faces. The resulting avatars are compared to
avatars with artistically designed facial expressions. Both types of
avatars were similarly animated by tracking a video-recorded
physical person’s facial expressions. We investigated the
photographic and behavioral realism of the animated avatars
in an online rating study. Although a virtual face itself might be
perceived as realistic, its expressions can be incongruent to an
equivalent expression displayed by a physical face. In our case, for
example, an observer might perceive a mismatch in the smile of
the video-recorded person and the smile of the imitating avatar
with respect to its intensity or emotional connotation. As another
aspect of behavioral realism, we thus investigate the effect of
behavioral realism on perceived congruence between the physical
and virtual faces. Since previous experience with avatars might
have a moderating effect on this relationship (Busselle and
Bilandzic, 2012; Jeong et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Manaf
et al., 2019), we also examined if this experience will explain
individual differences in the effect of behavioral realism on
perceived congruence.

2 CURRENT METHODS FOR THE
CREATION OF AVATAR FACES

Today, avatars are available from a large variety of sources. Avatar
creation software, such as MakeHuman, Character Generator, or
Poser, and several online stores offer characters that are readily
prepared for usage in VR. Most of these avatars are designed by
artistic experts and often contain stylized or fictitious features. For
instance, it can be observed that they resemble stereotypes shaped by
the game and entertainment industries. However, an assessment of
their realism is challenging. An alternative for the creation of avatars
with a high degree of photographic realism is the usage of 3D
scanning techniques (Grewe and Zachow, 2016; Achenbach et al.,
2017). Unfortunately, 3D scanning is still expensive and elaborate
postprocessing is often needed before the created avatars can be
used in VR. A more practical approach is the reconstruction of
avatars from a few conventional photographs. Specifically for
faces, this method has been greatly advanced more recently
(Ichim et al., 2015; Thies et al., 2016; Huber et al., 2016). For
instance, the software FaceGen (FG)1 can create an

1Singular Inversion, Canada, https://facegen.com/
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individualized avatar from a frontal and two lateral photographs
only. The individualized avatars provide a high degree of
photographic realism, are readily prepared for VR, and
became well-established in psychology (e.g., Todorov et al.,
2013; Gilbert et al., 2018; Soto and Ashby, 2019; Hays et al.,
2020).

Due to technical challenges, methods for avatar
individualization from photographs currently only
reconstruct the static neutral shape and the texture of the
face (Egger et al., 2019 for a recent review). Such a static avatar
is often equipped with nonverbal facial behavior by the
transfer of a predefined facial expression model. This model
preferably contains independent expression components like
Action Units (AUs) (Ekman et al., 2002) in order to maximize
its expressiveness (Lewis et al., 2014). The AUs are typically
designed by artistic experts, like in the expression model,
which is used in FG. However, the design of realistic AUs is
a subjective procedure and particularly difficult if they should
be applicable for a large variety of faces. Further, the
combination of multiple AUs easily leads to undesired
artifacts (see Figure 2). Given humans’ sensitivity toward
faces, even the most subtle implausibility can lead to
disturbances of visual face processing and potentially
impedes the behavioral realism of the avatar.

Digital facial morphometry provides an alternative approach
to the design of expression models by means of statistical shape
analysis (Egger et al., 2019). For instance, dimension reduction
techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or
tensor decomposition can be applied to extract the most
representative expressions from a large 3D face database. They
can then be combined into a statistical expression model. By
learning such a model from physical data, the above issues with
designed expression models can potentially be avoided. Digital
facial morphometry has been previously used to establish
statistical models of facial identity and expressions, like the
Basel Face Model 2017 (Gerig et al., 2018) and the FLAME (Li
et al., 2017). Unfortunately, most current statistical expression
models are limited in their expressiveness. The reason lies in the
facial expression databases (Egger et al., 2019 for an overview).
Almost all databases contain characteristic AU combinations,
which typically appear in spontaneous and posed expressions of
the same type. For instance, in an expression of fear, the opening
of the eyes and mouth often goes along with the lifting of the
eyebrows. Dimension reduction techniques are usually unable
to decompose these correlations when they are inherently
present in the entire database. In consequence, they also
appear as components of current statistical expression
models. For instance, a typical model contains a component
that corresponds to the average expression of fear.
Decomposition methods have been proposed in order to
further split them into independent expression components
(Blanz and Vetter, 1999; Li et al., 2010; Tena et al., 2011;
Cao et al., 2013; Neumann et al., 2013); however, to our
knowledge, no statistical expression model has yet been
published that a) contains independent AUs components, b)
was statistically learned from a large and diverse database of 3D
face scans, c) did not rely on designed expression models as

priors during construction, and d) is suitable to create avatars
for VR.

3 CREATION OF HIGHLY REALISTIC
AVATAR FACES WITH A STATISTICAL
EXPRESSION MODEL
To improve the realism of avatar faces, we investigated the benefit
of data-driven methods by training of a statistical model of facial
identity and expressions. We call this new model the FexMM. It
can be used to create faces across a large range of identities and
allows flexible animation of expressions. Based on the FexMM, we
also describe an automated method that allows convenient
individualization of avatar faces from a few portrait
photographs, which have been acquired from different
perspectives.

3.1 Data and Preprocessing
For our statistical face analysis, we used the Binghamton University
3D Facial Expression database (BU3DFE) (Yin et al., 2006). It
contains 2,500 high-quality stereophotogrammetric scans of 100
individuals (56% female) of various ethnicities. In addition to neutral
faces, each person was scanned in six posed expressions of four
intensity levels according to the basic expression categories, such as
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise (Ekman et al.,
2002). The faces in the database consist of textured surface meshes
with a varying amount of vertices, but statistical analysis requires a
fixed amount across all scans. A common surface mesh with 1,827
vertices and 1,750 quads is transferred to all scans using the approach
proposed by Grewe et al. (2018). As shown in Figure 4, we used the
face mesh of the MakeHuman2 project since it is suitable for a broad
range of applications, including VR. Also, it has been previously used
in psychological research (Hays et al., 2020). Compatibility of the
face mesh facilitates combination with the full body avatars created
with MakeHuman.With our model, we focus on the part of the face
that is primarily affected by expressions and commonly captured
across all scans in the BU3DFE.

Face scans usually differ in head pose since persons are free to
move in front of the scanner. Prior to statistical analysis, pose
variation needs to be removed by rigid alignment to a common
coordinate system. In contrast to existing statistical face models,
we aligned all scans to a cranial coordinate system (CCS). A few
anthropometric landmarks were used that remain stable even
under large expression deformations, such as a wide opening of
the mouth (Grewe et al., 2018). An alignment within a CCS is
particularly beneficial to facilitate the attachment of additional
facial details like the eyes, teeth, or hair.

3.2 Learning of Realistic Facial Expressions
The faces in the BU3DFE vary within and between persons. Prior
to statistical analysis, we separated variation in expressions from
identity by computing differences between the neutral scan of a
person and its six basic expressions. These differences were

2http://www.makehumancommunity.org/
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transferred to the average neutral face such that a new set of 2,400
facial expressions, i.e., without the neutral cases, with a constant
identity was generated. The BU3DFE contains bilateral and thus
mainly symmetric expressions. We symmetrized the expressions
between both hemifaces using the approach of Klingenberg et al.
(2002). However, asymmetry in expressions can still be easily
achieved by constraining the motion differently for each half.

Similar to previous expressionmodels, we used PCA for dimension
reduction. The resulting principal components (PCs) typically describe
characteristic combinations of multiple AU that are mainly related to
the posed expressions in the BU3DFE. In other words, the entire face is
always deformed by each PC. Figure 1 shows a PC that is related to an
expression of sadness together with the respective magnitude of facial
deformation. To split up the global deformation into locally
concentrated components, we further transform the PCAs by
application of Varimax rotation (Kaiser, 1958). Figure 1 illustrates
that the rotated components still contain minor deformations in other
areas. In order to obtain an ideal AU, undesired deformation was
manually removed using simple mesh editing tools. This leads to AUs
that only locally deform the face as intended.

Finally, the magnitude of deformation per AU should remain
within the range of realistic facial motion. This is particularly
important if multiple AUs are combined such that an imbalance
becomes apparent. For instance, as shown in Figure 2, the
combination of AUs 1, 2, 5, 20, and 26 is characteristic of a

prototypic expression of fear. We rescaled the AU into units of
intensity as defined by the Facial Action Coding System (FACS),
i.e., six increasing steps of intensity from the face in rest to
maximum activation. This was achieved by determining the
distribution of intensities over all expressions in BU3DFE. We
used nonnegative least squares (Mullen and van Stokkum, 2012)
to project each scan onto the obtained set of AUs. The 90th
percentile intensity was considered full intensity and the AUs
were rescaled accordingly. The final expression model is shown
along with expert-designed AUs in Figure 2.

3.3 The Facial Expression Morphable Model
To create a morphable avatar face that also describes interindividual
variation, we learned a statistical identity model from the neutral
scans in BU3DFE. As described in Weiss et al. (2020), we analyzed
symmetric and asymmetric shape variation separately using PCA.
This results in symmetric and asymmetric identity components that
can be varied independently. We additionally regressed facial shape
onto sex and ethnicity. Some components of the resulting model are
shown in Figure 3. By specifying a weight for each of the
components, the respective characteristics can be combined and
various new facial identities can be generated. We also determined
the distribution of faces in the BU3DFE along the components. This
allows to quantify plausibility of the resulting faces and therefore
ensure realism. The ability to specifically manipulate faces enhances

FIGURE 1 | Comparison of the surface deformation and deformation magnitude, intensity-coded from white (low) to black (high), between a PC of a sad
expression, the varimax-rotated component including depression of the lip corners, and the final edited AU.

FIGURE 2 | Comparison of AU activations between the FexMM and FG expression models. Artifacts arise for combination of multiple AUs in the designed FG
model, like the folding on the forehead in fear illustrated on the right.
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the scope of research that can be addressed (e.g., Todorov et al., 2013;
Ma et al., 2018; Hays et al., 2020).

The facial identity and expression models are combined into
our FexMM. Since only the shape of the surface was analyzed
statistically, we added additional models for facial details like the
eyes, teeth, and the inner of the mouth (see Figure 4) to increase
visual realism. By attaching these models to the CCS, facial details
can be manipulated in accordance with changes in the identity
features. The position of eyes, teeth, etc., can easily be changed on
demand, e.g., to create distinct faces or compensate for minor
inaccuracies. Once the identity of an avatar is specified, all
additional models for facial details of the upper third of the
face will remain in place. However, the lower jaw needs to follow
themotion of the facial surface, which is defined by the expression
model, e.g., AU 26 for jaw drop. We approximate the jaw axis
within the CCS and apply a rotation to the respective parts of the
mouth (lower teeth, gums, and tongue) relative to the motion of a
landmark that is centrally located on the chin, i.e., pogonion. To
enhance real-time capabilities of the virtual face, such joint
motion can be precomputed can be precomputed.

3.4 Individualization of Avatar Faces
For convenient individualization of the FexMM, we implemented an
automated method that reconstructs the individual 3D shape and
texture from a few conventional photographs or a selfie video, as
shown in Figure 5. Initially, all pictures are fed into the OpenFace
toolkit for landmark detection (Baltrusaitis et al., 2018). We employ
the method of Huber et al. (2016) for the estimation of camera
geometry and reconstruction of identity coefficients of the FexMM.
A high-resolution photographic texture (e.g., 2,0482 or 4,0962 pixels,
depending on the quality of input images) is generated by merging
patches from best viewing perspectives. For each texture patch, low-
frequency components of diffuse scene light are removed using

spherical harmonics for light estimation (Ichim et al., 2015).
Disturbing stitching artifacts may arise when seams between
different patches pass through primary facial structures like eyes
and mouth. Hence, we force seams to be in less significant areas
using a predefined segmentation of the facemesh bymeans of vertex

FIGURE 4 | The FexMM with eyes, teeth, tongue, and gums, showing a
happy expression through activation of the AUs 10, 12, and 26.

FIGURE 3 | Identity components of the FexMM rendered with an average texture. The first two components are obtained via regression analysis, the latter two via
PCA. Please note that texture related facial details are missing due to averaging.
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correspondence. The final texture is composed of all patches via
Poisson blending. The result of the individualization pipeline is an
animatable avatar face with a high degree of photographic realism.

4 STUDYONREALISM ANDCONGRUENCE
OF ANIMATED AVATAR FACES

The goal of the user study was a) to investigate photographic and
behavioral realism and their mismatch of differently created
avatars and b) to examine the effect of behavioral realism onto
perceived congruence of avatars as they imitate the facial
expressions of physical persons. We compared two types of
avatars in our study. In addition to our newly developed
FexMM avatars, we selected the avatar creation suite FaceGen
Modeller Core 3.18 (FG) since this software a) is widely
established in behavioral sciences (e.g., Todorov et al., 2013;
Gilbert et al., 2018; Soto and Ashby, 2019; Hays et al., 2020),
b) uses an artist-designed AU expression model, and c) supports
individualization from photographs. Consequently, the FexMM
and FG avatars can be created from the same portraits of
individuals such that they show the same photorealistic
identity features. This specifically facilitates the analysis of
differences in behavioral realism.

We developed two tasks for the comparison of the avatars in an
online study. Firstly, each avatar was rated with respect to its
photographic and behavioral realism (realism rating task). The
goal of the first task was to evaluate the differences in ratings of
realism between the two avatar types and the mismatch between the
two dimensions of realism. Secondly, the behavioral similarity
between the facial motion of a physical person and an imitating
avatar was rated (simultaneous similarity rating task). With the
second task, we aimed to analyze perceived congruence for different
avatar types and to test the previous experience of the participants
with avatars as a moderator of the relationship between behavioral
realism and perceived congruence.

4.1 Technical Setup of the Study
We chose two female and two male faces from our photographic
database. For each face, four stereo photographs of the neutral
expression were captured with our stereophotogrammetric setup
(Grewe and Zachow, 2016). All individuals gave their consent for
the use of their data in further research projects.

The reconstruction method in the FG software requires a frontal
photograph and two lateral photographs. It determines the
individual shape and photographic texture from a couple of
facial landmarks that are interactively located in the pictures by
an operator. The four FG avatars were reconstructedwith a full set of
AUs and standardized mouth interiors, including teeth, tongue, and
gums. Individualized FexMM avatars were created for the same four
individuals as described in sec:animatable_face_model. In contrast
to FG, with our approach, the textured 3D shape was obtained fully
automatically. Since the FexMM includes a standard eye model,
individual iris color in the photographs was matched to one of eight
template textures from Wood et al. (2016). In total, eight avatars
were created (2 types × 4 identities, see Figures 5, 6, for examples).

The animation of facial expressions plays a crucial role in
comparing the behavioral realism of both avatar types. We
therefore let the avatars imitate the facial motion of physical
persons. For our study, video-recorded performance was used.
We chose clips of different actors from the MMI Facial
Expression database (Valstar and Pantic, 2010), which mimic
one of the prototypical expressions (anger, disgust, fear, sadness,
surprise, and happiness). We chose actors with different identities
to avoid confounding effects in the behavioral similarity rating
task (e.g., comparison of identity). A female and amale actor were
selected for each expression category. Actors and avatars were
matched by sex. The clip’s length ranged from 2 to 4 s. The faces
were tracked with the OpenFace toolkit (Baltrusaitis et al., 2018),
yielding frame-wise prediction of head pose and AU intensities.
The noisy predictions were smoothed in the time domain such
that the animation parameters describe continuous and uniform
motion. We employed exponential smoothing with αAU � 0.4 and
αpose � 0.7 fall-off per frame. This produces smooth animations of
the avatar faces, which were still in synchrony with the input
videos.

The avatars were animated and rendered with Eevee in
Blender3 2.82. Initially, the FG and FexMM avatars were
aligned to the same head pose. Photographic textures were
displayed using the Principled BSDF shader. All pose and AUs
that were tracked by OpenFace were transferred to the avatars. An
animation was rendered into a sequence of uncompressed images
of size 1,0802 and finally composed into a web-compatible video

FIGURE 5 | Individualized avatar automatically reconstructed from several photographs. After merging of patches, the photographic texture is nonrigidly aligned
with the template to accurately match the outlines of facial structures.

3The Blender Foundation, Netherlands, https://www.blender.org/
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file. An input frame showing the actor and the correspondingly
rendered avatars can be seen in Figure 6. In total, 48 sequences
were rendered (2 avatar types × 4 identities × 6 expressions).
Since the FG and FexMM avatars were animated with the same
parameters, differences can be fully attributed to photographic
and behavioral realism produced by the models.

4.2 Study Design and Data Collection
All data in the user study were collected online with SoSci
Survey.4 The animated avatars were presented to human
participants in two tasks, a realism rating task and a
simultaneous similarity rating task. Each task included 48
experimental trials (50% FexMM avatars), presented in a
randomized order. Prior to the tasks, participants were asked
to report on their experience with avatars on a Likert scale
ranging from 1 � “not at all” to 5 � “very much” experienced.

In the realism rating task, participants saw video sequences for all
of the animated facial avatars, one at a time. They rated the avatars
with respect to their behavioral realism (“How realistic is the
expression of the avatar?”) and their photographic realism (“How
realistic is the avatar with respect to its appearance?”) on a visual
analog scale ranging from 0 � “definitely not realistic” to 100 �
“definitely realistic.” There were 48 experimental trials for each video
sequence. In each trial, participants had the chance to replay the
video clips asmany times as desired before providing their ratings. In
order to standardize the scale definition across participants, we
provided a short definition of the realism dimensions in the
instruction. To let participants be familiarized with the rating
procedure, they had a practice trial at the beginning of the
experiment. The practice trial showed the same item format
under the same conditions as previously described with stimuli
that were not used in the main study.

In the simultaneous similarity rating task, each avatar was
presented along with the corresponding clip of the physical
person’s expression. In detail, we had the participants watch each
pair of video clips side by side. Note that in every pair, the facial
motion tracked from the physical person’s face was used to animate

the avatar. However, depending on the type of avatar, its behavioral
similarity to the physical person varied across the 48 experimental
trials. Again, participants had the chance to replay the video clips as
many times as they desired before providing their ratings. They were
asked to evaluate the proportions of behavioral similarity (“Howwell
does the avatar mimic the facial expression of the real person?”)
between the two on a visual analog scale ranging from 0 � “definitely
not in line” to 100 � “perfectly in line.”

To control the data quality in our online study, we included
attention checks in the congruence rating task. In these trials,
completely mismatching facial expressions between the video-
recorded physical face and the avatar were displayed (e.g., human
stimulus displaying a happy facial expression and the avatar a sad
one). The mismatch was easily recognizable given attentive task
processing such that a definite disagreement was expected as a
response. Participants who failed these trials were excluded from
the data analyses. One hundred participants were recruited by
advertising the study on the mailing lists of the university.
Overall, after removing six participants who failed the
attention check, the final sample consisted of N � 94
participants, age range 18–57 years, M � 23.20, SD � 2.96.
About 67.02% of the participants were female.

4.3 Statistical Methods
First, we conducted repeated measures ANOVA (rmANOVA)
separately for photographic and behavioral realism ratings as
dependent variables. A third rmANOVA was performed with the
dependent variable representing the person-specific absolute
difference between photographic and behavioral realism ratings
for each avatar. We included the within-person factors avatar
type (two levels) and facial expression (six levels) as independent
variables, as well as their interaction. These models test whether one
of the avatar types was perceived as more realistic than the other and
whether these differences are specific for expression categories. Due
to violation of the assumptions for rmANOVA, i.e., normally
distributed variables, and variance homogeneity, we used a
robust, rank-based ANOVA-type statistic [nparLD package in R,
Noguchi et al. (2012)]. As a nonparametric method, ANOVA-type
statistics perform well with non-Gaussian data and
heteroscedasticity (Brunner et al., 2017).

FIGURE 6 | A frame of the input video showing the video-taped person along with individualized and animated avatars. Please note that the person in the input
video differs intentionally from the individualized avatar to avoid an effect of identity in the similarity rating task.

4SoSci Survey GmbH, Germany, https://www.soscisurvey.de/
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Second, given the above design, the acquired data are nested for
stimuli and participants. To investigate whether the perceived
behavioral realism depending on the avatar type was mediated by
photographic realism (see Figure 7), we applied a Linear Mixed-
effects Model (LMM), including random effects for persons. We
expected photographic realism to partly, but not fully, explain the
effect of avatar type on behavioral realism. This is to ask whether
differences in behavioral realism between FG and FexMMgobeyond
potential differences in photographic realism. The direction of
influence between both dimensions of realism might, however, be
two-sided. We, therefore, first explore their directional dependence
with the method proposed by Sungur (2005).

Third, because stimulus-related variation is relevant for
perceived congruence, we next applied LMMs, including a
random intercept for stimuli to capture between stimulus
variability. As Figure 8 illustrates, we aimed to 1) test the

effect of the two avatar types on perceived congruence
between human and avatar expression (β1). 2) The effect was
expected to be mediated by behavioral realism (β2 × β3) and the
mediation to depend on users’ experience with avatars. Statistical
significance of fixed effects was evaluated by using type III Wald
F-tests with Kenward-Roger degrees of freedom (Kenward and
Roger, 1997). A backward model selection procedure was applied,
starting with a full model including all covariates and second-
order interactions (Bliese and Ployhart, 2002). For LMM analysis,
we used the lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2007).

5 RESULTS

5.1 Photographic Realism
There was a significant main effect of the type of avatar [F(1,∞) �
261.75, p< 0.001] and of expression
[F(4.32,∞) � 23.47, p< 0.001], as well as a significant interaction
between the two factors [F(4.65,∞) � 28.27, p< 0.001], indicating
emotion-specific differences for photographic realism between the FG
and FexMM avatars. Figure 9 illustrates a pairwise comparison of the
avatar types within each expression category, indicating an overall
advantage of the FexMM avatars with respect to their perceived
photographic realism.

5.2 Behavioral Realism
Similarly, there was a significant main effect of the type of
avatar [F(1,∞) � 261.75, p< 0.001] and of expression
[F(4.32,∞) � 23.47, p< 0.001], as well as a significant interaction
between the two factors [F(4.65,∞) � 28.27, p< 0.001], indicating
expression-specific differences in perceived behavioral realism. In line
with photographic realism, Figure 10 indicates an overall advantage of
the FexMM avatars with respect to behavioral realism.

FIGURE 7 | The mediation model with persons as level two units. The
LMM was estimated to study whether differences in avatar type with respect
to behavioral realism are driven by differences in photographic realism. β1 ,
direct effect; β2 · β3, indirect effect; ϵ, residuals.

FIGURE 8 | The LMM with moderated mediation and stimulus as level
two units. It was estimated to study whether differences in avatar type with
respect to perceived congruence are driven by differences in behavioral
realism and whether this effect differs depending on the amount of the
user experience with avatars. β, regression weights; ϵ, residual variance.

FIGURE 9 | Boxplot of photographic realism ratings comparing the two
avatar types. Level of significance is indicated by **** (p< 0.001). The boxes
denote the interquartile range and the median. Outliers are indicated as
observations that lay outside 1.5 times the interquartile range of the
interindividual distributions. The outliers were not eliminated for subsequent
statistical analyses.
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5.3 Realism Mismatch
Furthermore,we investigateddifferences related to the type of avatar on
the within-person absolute difference between photographic and
behavioral realism ratings. This is a realism mismatch indicator of
facial avatars. Same as for photographic and behavioral realism ratings,
there was a significant main effect of the avatar type [F(1,∞) �
19.30, p< 0.001] and of expression [F(4.59,∞) � 5.66, p< 0.001],
as well as a significant interaction between the two factors
[F(4.69,∞) � 4.11, p � 0.001], indicating expression-specific
differences in perceived realism mismatch. As visualized in
Figure 11, there was an overall advantage of the FexMM avatars
with respect to less mismatch, except for expressions of anger.

5.4 Relationship Between Photographic and
Behavioral Realism
First, we conducted a directional dependence analysis between
the two realism dimensions. To this purpose, two LMMs with
different effect directions were estimated. In the first model, the
photographic realism was set as a dependent variable, whereas the
direction was inverted in the second model. According to a
bootstrapping analysis with 10,000 resamplings, the third
central moment of the regression residuals in the first model
was significantly larger than in the second model (p � 0.046),
indicating that the direction of dependence is more plausible
from photographic realism to behavioral realism. Thus, we
consider photographic realism to be the mediator.

Figure 7 illustrates the LMM mediation model including a
random effect for persons. The total effect (β1 + β2 × β3)
amounted to 14.48 (p< 0.001; β1 � 7.48, p< 0.001) rating scale
score differences in favor of the FexMM avatars with respect to
behavioral realism. Out of this total effect, only 48% were
mediated by photographic realism. These results indicate that

higher perceived behavioral realism of the FexMM avatars are
only partly due to their advantage in photographic realism.

5.5 Influence of Avatar Types on Perceived
Congruence
Perceived congruence to the video-taped peoples’ facial expressions
was predicted by avatar type, behavioral realism, previous
experience with avatars, and their two-way interactions.
Photographic realism was controlled for in the model. The
intraclass correlation (ICC � 0.24) indicated that a considerable
amount of variance was at the second level of the data structure,
motivating the mixed-effects model. The results revealed higher
similarity ratings for the FexMM avatars
(b � .15, SE � .67, p< .001). Further, perceived congruence was
boosted by enhanced behavioral realism
(b � .19, SE � .03, p< .001). A previous experience with avatars
did not have a main effect on perceived congruence (p � .08).
Importantly, there was a significant interaction between previous
experience and behavioral realism (b � −.04, SE � .01, p< .001),
indicating that the association between behavioral realism and
perceived congruence was stronger for participants who were less
experienced with avatars (see Figure 12). The standardized simple
slope of behavioral realism at 1SD below the mean of previous
experience (b � .23, SE � .02) was significantly higher than the
slope at 1SD above the mean (b � .15, SE � .02; p � .002). This
result emphasizes that the effect of behavioral realism on perceived
congruence is stronger when the participant has less experience
with avatars.

To further understand the moderation effect of previous
experience with avatars, we followed up this interaction by
estimating regions of significance using the Johnson-Neyman
technique (Bauer and Curran, 2005). Regions of significance
indicate values of measured experience for which the slope of
behavioral realism on perceived congruence turned out to be

FIGURE 10 | Boxplot of behavioral realism ratings comparing the two
avatar types. Level of significance is indicated by ** (p<0.01) and ****
(p<0.001). The boxes denote the interquartile range and themedian. Outliers
are indicated as observations that lay outside 1.5 times the interquartile
range of the interindividual distributions. The outliers were not eliminated for
subsequent statistical analyses.

FIGURE 11 | Boxplot of realism mismatch computed as absolute
differences between the single ratings. The boxes denote the interquartile
range and the median. Level of significance is indicated by * (p<0.05),
** (p<0.01), and **** (p< 0.001).
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significant. The results revealed that the effect of behavioral
realism was significant for experience scores below 5.97, thus
exceeding the Likert scale, which ranged from 1 to 5 (see
Figure 13). In other words, for very high levels of previous
experience, the effect of behavioral realism on congruence
perceptions seems dispensable.

5.6 Mechanism of Differences of Avatar
Type on Perceived Congruence
The influence of avatar type on perceived congruence was
examined by conducting an LMM moderated mediation
analysis with behavioral realism as mediator and experience
as moderator (see Figure 8). According to a bootstrap
confidence interval with 10,000 resamplings, the conditional
indirect effect of the moderator excluded zero (95% CI [−0.2,
−0.005). This indicates that the indirect effect differed
depending on the level of previous experience with avatars.
Specifically, the indirect effect of behavioral realism on
perceived congruence was stronger when the previous
experience was 1 SD below the mean (1.80, 95% CI
[1.46, 2.21]) and weaker when the previous experience was 1
SD above the mean (1.20, 95% CI [.90, 1.54]). In other words,
less experienced participants perceived the animated avatars
more congruent with the video-taped persons’ expressions when
behavioral realism was higher. As the users’ experience
increases, the perceived realism becomes rather irrelevant.
Unlike the indirect effect, the direct effect was nearly
equivalent. For −1SD previous experience, the estimate was
3.81, 95% CI [2.58, 5.00], and for +1SD previous experience,
it was 3.68, 95% CI [2.16, 4.77]. This effect demonstrates that the
differences in perceived congruence were mainly due to
differences in realism between the avatar types.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Many experiences in VR, such as avatar-mediated
communication and embodiment, can profit from the

animation of nonverbal behavior of avatars (Oh et al., 2018).
Especially, the creation of facial expressions is difficult due to
the sensitivity of face perception in humans (Dobs et al., 2018).
Even subtle implausibilities and artifacts can impede the
perceived realism (Kätsyri et al., 2015). Further, an animated
facial expression of an avatar might be perceived as
incongruent to the same expression that is displayed by a
physical person since its intensity or emotional connotation
can differ (Mäkäräinen et al., 2014). We investigated the
behavioral realism of two types of avatars with either
statistically learned or designed facial expressions. We
employed statistical shape analysis of a large 3D face and
expression database to establish our FexMM, and described
how it could be used to create realistic avatar faces. Virtual faces
created with our FexMM were compared to avatars comprising
designed expressions as created by FG. Both avatars were
created from photographs of four individuals, which ensures
that each pair of avatars shares similar identity features. Each
pair of avatars was similarly animated by tracking the facial
motions from video-recorded physical individuals. Their
differences can consequently be attributed to the level of
either photographic or behavioral realism. This allowed us
to specifically compare the differences between the
subjectively designed and statistically learned expression
models.

The results of our study show that animated avatar faces being
created with the FexMM were rated more photographically and
behaviorally realistic. The mismatch between the two dimensions
was also reduced for this type of avatars. Because all other
components were similar and we controlled for differences in
photographic realism, the increase in behavioral realism can
basically be related to the usage of the statistically learned
expression model. In line with the suggestions of Lewis et al.
(2014) and common usage of 3D scanning and motion capture
in high-end entertainment productions, our results provide first
empirical indicators of the advantage of measurement-based
creation of avatar faces and expressions over subjective design
processes and the impact on psychological experiments.

FIGURE 12 | Moderation effect of previous experience on the
relationship between behavioral realism and perceived congruence.

FIGURE 13 | The Johnson-Neyman plot shows the threshold of
previous experience (blue dashed line) for a significant effect of behavioral
realism on perceived congruence.
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The realism ratings also revealed the potential for improvement of
the FexMM. For instance, the mismatch analysis indicates a need for
refinement of the AUs, which are primarily involved in expressions of
anger. Further, an outlier analysis pointed to certain animated
sequences of FexMM avatars that received low ratings in
behavioral realism by some participants in our study. Remarkably,
the same statistical expression model was used in all avatars of this
type, such that it remains to be investigated why this applies only to a
few identity-expression combinations. One potential technical
explanation could be that the avatars differed in the attachment of
facial details like the inner of the mouth. Specific animations might
have produced subtle artifacts, for example, implausible teeth motion
during jaw drop. The integration of an anatomically more plausible
model of the temporomandibular joint may be an alternative to
improve realism.

We also demonstrated that the perceived congruence
between the physical and the virtual expressions was larger
for avatar faces with a higher behavioral realism. The
congruence ratings might have suffered from the
imperfection of the employed face tracking method; however,
both avatar types were animated using the same tracked motion
parameters. Further, the identities of the physical and the
virtual faces were different such that an effect of similarity in
identity features on congruence ratings can be excluded. This
supports our conclusion that the improvements in perceived
congruence were due to the higher behavioral realism of
FexMM avatars. We further discovered that previous
experience in dealing with avatars moderates the relationship
between behavioral realism and perceived congruence.
Especially participants who were highly experienced with
avatars rated the facial expressions of the video-recorded
individual and the imitating virtual face similarly, regardless
of its level of realism. Such an adaptation to virtual
environments is in line with previous studies suggesting that
a user’s previous experience has an effect on the intensity of
embodiment (Ferri et al., 2013; Liepelt et al., 2017) and is also
consistent with research showing that individual affinity toward
characters affects their perception in movies and games
(Busselle and Bilandzic, 2012; Jeong et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2015; Manaf et al., 2019). For the generalizability of our results,
it would be worthwhile to conduct a future study on this
adaptation effect with a more diverse sample, e.g., in age or
culture.

Over all applied measures, our study shows that the behavioral
realism of animated facial expressions depends on photographic
realism and correlates with the perceived congruence of virtual
and physical expressions. We demonstrated that avatars based on
learned expressions received higher ratings of photographic and
behavioral realism over avatars with artistically designed
expressions as provided with FG. The FexMM thus provides a
valuable tool for many applications in VR. For instance, the
FexMM is beneficial in avatar-mediated communication since it
can imitate expressions with high behavioral realism and
congruence (Bente and Krämer, 2011; Nowak and Fox, 2018).
Previous work also suggested that a high degree of realism in
avatars strengthens experiences of embodiment (Kilteni et al.,

2015). It is reasonable to assume that a similar relationship also
exists for faces, but only a few works have investigated enfacement in
VR so far (Serino et al., 2015; Estudillo and Bindemann, 2016; Ma
et al., 2017). The effects were weak and visuomotor stimulation was
rather limited (Porciello et al., 2018). For example, the avatars only
mimicked the user’s head pose, i.e., the position and orientation of the
head. The combination of advanced face tracking with the realistic
animation of an avatar’s facial expressions holds great potential to
strengthen the sense of agency and, therewith, enfacement
experiences (Gonzalez-Franco et al., 2020). A goal of our future
research is to investigate the benefit of realistic avatars created with
the FexMM for enfacement research using virtual mirror
experiments.
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